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Abstract: 
For tactical rocket motors with more nozzles allocated in a certain spatial distance from 
the nozzle axis, the products of combustion after the exit from internal cavity of propellant 
grain do not enter immediately into the nozzle. Products of combustion are reflected of the 
nozzle wall, swirling flow in front of the nozzle emerges, and only then products of com-
bustion enter into convergent-divergent conical nozzles. There is a significant change in 
velocity vector and pressure redistribution of gas flow in region ahead of the nozzle, which 
bring about changes in development of pressure in rocket motor and change of internal 
ballistics parameters, such as total and specific impulse of rocket motor.  
A better understanding of complexity of gas flow in these cases is possible using numerical 
simulation. Research was focused to analysis of flow of double base propellant combustion 
products (without metal particles in rocket motors), and the influence of shape of the 
channel for passage of gases and region in front of nozzle and nozzle geometry to distribu-
tion of pressure and flow of the gasses inside rocket motor. For simulation of real gas flow 
through channel for passage of gases and nozzle, CFD package Comet was used. Using 
numerical simulations, energy losses in the channels for passage of gases and in front of 
the nozzle were estimated.  
Correlations of individual influences and losses were included in program SPPMEF (au-
thors model for prediction of internal ballistics parameters of rocket motors), enabling 
more realistic prediction of internal ballistics performance of rocket motors. 
Keywords: rocket motors; numerical simulation; central convergent-divergent nozzle; 
multiple peripheral nozzles; performance; 

1 Introduction 
Most of the tactical solid propellant rocket motors are designed to use single central nozzle 

or multiple nozzles that can be arranged around periphery of nozzle block, with axis of sym-
metry parallel to rocket motor axis of symmetry or under some spatial angle 

For tactical rocket motors with multiple nozzles spatially distributed at some distance from 
nozzle axis, combustion products does not enter into nozzle immediately after exiting the in-
ternal propellant grain cavity. Combustion products reflect of nozzle wall, complex vortex flow 
appears in frontal region of the nozzle followed by combustion products entering into conver-
gent-divergent cone nozzles. Significant changes of gas flow velocity vector and distribution of 
gas flow pressure in this region emerge which reflects on changes of pressure inside rocket 
motor and internal ballistics parameters, such as total and specific impulse of rocket motor [1].   

Combustion pressure in starting phase of steady combustion process is significantly greater 
for motor with peripherally distributed nozzles (case with and without erosion of critical nozzle 
section) compared to rocket motor with central nozzle (fig. 1) 
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Figure 1: Influence of nozzle type on development of curve pressure-time without erosion (left) and 
with erosion of nozzle critical section (right) 

This increase of pressure influences burning rate and working time of rocket motor, partic-
ularly in the case of erosion of nozzle critical section. 

Gas flow becomes even more complex for rocket motor rotating around symmetry axis 
(nozzles inclined at some angle to rocket motor main axis) [1]. 

Understanding of complexity of gas flow in these cases is possible only by using methods 
of numerical simulation. 

2 Research methods 
Investigation of nozzle geometry influence on internal ballistics parameters of solid propel-

lant rocket motors was conducted using numerical simulation methods and analysis of results 
from experimental testing of rocket motors, in order to assess energetic losses inside rocket 
motor with central convergent-divergent nozzle and for peripherally distributed nozzles. 

Main focus of research was analysis of flow of double base propellant (no metallic parti-
cles) combustion products inside rocket motor up to critical section of nozzle (divergent sec-
tion of nozzle does not influences on processes inside rocket motor), and influence of nozzle 
region and region in front of the nozzle on gas flow pressure and velocity distribution inside 
rocket motor for internal burning tube grain. 

2.1 Experimental rocket motors 
For assessment of internal ballistics parameters of solid propellant rocket motors real ex-

perimental rocket motors with nozzle were used, with and without erosion of nozzle critical 
section: 
• Experimental rocket motor with 128 mm diameter, designated as RM-3, contained star 

propellant grain and central nozzle made from steel without erosion (graphite segment in 
critical section) and with erosion (steel segment inside critical section) of critical nozzle 
section (fig. 2). 

• Experimental rocket motor with 128 mm diameter, designated as RM-4, contained star 
propellant grain and nozzle with eight peripherally distributed nozzles. First group of these 
motors was made with graphite segment in critical section (RM-42) and second group with 
steel segment inside critical section (RM-41) (fig. 3). 

• Experimental motor RM-5 has the same dimensions as previous rocket motor but with in-
ternal burning tube grain, with peripherally distributed nozzles and erosion of critical sec-
tion. First group of motors was made with eight peripherally distributed nozzles (RM-51) 
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and second group with seven peripherally distributed nozzles with same dimensions as pre-
vious (RM-52). 

Figure 2: Experimental rocket motor RM-3 Figure 3: Experimental rocket motor RM-4 

In order to investigate individual influences of nozzle geometry on internal ballistics pa-
rameters of rocket motors, numerical simulation was conducted, using software package Comet 
[2] based on model presented in reference [3].  

Because of complexity of an influence of a section of the rocket motor in front of the noz-
zle (convergent section of nozzle, peripheral nozzle) on gas flow in rocket motor it was neces-
sary to: 
• Assess the influence of convergent section of the nozzle on changes in internal ballistics 

parameters of rocket motors with central nozzle. 
• Assess the influence of peripheral nozzles on performances in rocket motor, compared to 

central nozzle. 
• Established correlations of influence of shape and type of nozzle on change of combustion 

pressure and losses of specific impulse of rocket motor need to be implemented in the 
model of program SPPMEF [4,6]. Then the results of prediction of influence of nozzle 
shape on performances are compared to results of testing of rocket motor with internal 
burning tube grain (RM-5) and star grain (RM-4) 

2.2 Influence of convergent section of nozzle on internal ballistics parameters of 
rocket motor with central nozzle 

For assessment of influence of geometry of convergent section of central nozzle on internal 
ballistics parameters of rocket motor, numerical simulation for two types of rocket motors was 
conducted: 
• First type of motor was based on concept of motor 32/16 with internal-external burning 

tube grain.  
• Second type of rocket motor was based on the concept of test rocket motor RM-5, designa-

tion RM-5_1. 
In the simulation geometry of propellant grain did not change, as well as dimension of 

rocket motor chambers. Only change of convergent section of nozzle was done for following 
cases of angle of convergency: 45° (standard angle for both types of rocket motors), 60°, 75° 
and 90°. Radius at the inlet of critical section of nozzle for all simulated angles and for all 
types of rocket motors remained the same. Dimensions of critical section and divergent section 
of nozzle remained the same (fig. 4 and 5). 

Simulation of internal ballistics parameters for both types of rocket motor was conducted 
for rocket propellant NGR-A, with characteristics of combustion products determined for nom-
inal combustion pressure, based on program TCPSP [4,5] (table 1). 
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Figure 4: Geometries of central convergent-
divergent nozzle for rocket motor 32/16 

Figure 5: Geometries of central convergent-
divergent nozzle for rocket motor RM-5_1 

Table 1: Characteristics of rocket motors and propellants NGR-A 
Type of rocket motors  32/16 128 mm 
Length of combustion chamber, mm 133 526.5 
Diameter of combustion chamber, mm 39.2 119.8 
Diameter of propellant grain, mm 32 119.8 
Internal diameter of propellant grain, mm 16 63.3 
Length of propellant grain, mm 125 500 
Diameter of throat area, mm 11 29.4 
The nozzle-divergence half-angle 13° 11° 
Density of propellant, kg/m3 1600 
Specific heat of propellant, J/(kg K) 1450 
Temperature of combustion, K 2351.0 
Temperature of burning surface, K 650 
Burning rate law,  m/s 0.0130717[p(MPa)]0.227587 for pc<14MPa, 0.02161558[p(MPa)]0.036981  
Specific heat of gasses, J/(kg K) 1814.2 
Gas constant, J/(kg K) 344. 
Thermal conductivity, W/mK 0.1853 
The molar mass, g/mol 24.183 
The ratio of specific heat 1.2463 

Change of pressure as a function of time for rocket motor 32/16 is shown on figure 6a) and 
for rocket motor RM-5_1 on figure 6b). 

Figure 6: Influence of central nozzle angle on change of pressure as a function of  time on head end of 
rocket motor: a) 32/16 and b) RM-5_1 
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For rocket motor 32/16 when changing the angle of convergence from 45° to 90°, combus-
tion pressure is increased (fig. 6a). Results of simulation for rocket motor RM-5_1 showed 
smaller changes of pressure with increase of nozzle angle of convergence (fig. 6b). 

For rocket motor 32/16 combustion products from inner channel for passage of gases enter 
undisturbed into convergent section of nozzle, while combustion products from outer channel 
for passage of gases hit the wall of convergent section of nozzle and only after that enter into 
critical nozzle section. 

With the increase of angle of convergence, products of combustion from outer channel 
have greater energy loss, greater reduction in gas velocity (fig. 7a and 7b, 90°) and increase of 
pressure inside rocket motor compared to inner channel gas flow. 

 

 
Figure 7: Change of gas velocity inside rocket motor 32/16 for angle of nozzle convergency 60° and 

90° in different times of propellant combustion: a) t=19.985ms and b) t= 99.985 ms  

With an increase of angle of 
convergency, increase of gas flow was no-
ticed inside inner channel, which caused 
greater pressure drop in rocket motor (fig. 8). 

Drop of pressure along rocket motor is 
largest in simulation with nozzle 
convergency angle 90°. Values of pressure 
drop are from 4.7% (at the beginning of 
combustion) to 3.4% (at the end of combus-
tion). For angle of convergency up to 75° this 
drop is not significant and it is under 1.7%.  

For rocket motor RM-5_1, propellant 
burns only from inner side and combustion 
products flow from central channel and they 
don't encounter obstacles and immediately 
enter into convergent section of nozzle. 

Figure 8: Influence of angle of convergency on 
relative drop of pressure along motor during com-

bustion process for rocket motor 32/16 

Because of small resistance to gas flow, there is no significant change of gas velocity or 
change of pressure along rocket motor. Change of angle of convergency does not influence 
pressure drop along rocket motor as in the case of internal-external burning tube grain. 

Ratio of length of front end of propellant grain and front part of convergent nozzle to inter-
nal diameter of combustion chamber (LP-ZM/D) for rocket motor RM-5_1 is 0.18, and for rocket 
motor 32/16 this ratio is 0.077. Influence of this distance on pressure change in time is simulat-
ed in rocket motor 32/16 for case of nozzle convergency angle of 90°. Results showed that this 
distance influences only pressure drop along rocket motor. In this case of simulation (LP-

ZM/D=0.18) pressure drop along motor is at level of angles under 75° and it is around 1%. 
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2.2.1 Influence on pressure-time integral 
Total influence of angle of convergency on change of pressure-time integral for both types 

of rocket motor is predicted from ratio: 

∫
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where: ( )σ,tpc  is pressure in combustion 
chamber of rocket motor with central nozzle 
and angle of convergency σ>45° and 

( )o45, =σtpc  is pressure in combustion 
chamber of rocket motor with central nozzle 
and angle of convergency σ=45°. 
Character of this influence is shown on figure 
9. 

 
Figure 9: Change of pressure-time integral at the 
head end of rocket motor with change of nozzle 

convergency angle 

Value of pressure-time integral in rocket motor increases with increase of an angle of 
convergency for rocket motors where nozzle angle is larger than 45°. This trend is present in 
both types of rocket motors and both geometries of propellant grain. 

Influence of angle of convergency is more pronounced for rocket motor 32/16 that has in-
ternal-external burning tube grain. 

2.2.2 Specific impulse of rocket motor 
Change of degree of efficacy of rocket motor because of change of nozzle angle of 

convergency for both types of rocket motors is assessed from ratio: 
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where: ( )σ,tF  is thrust of rocket motor with 
central nozzle and angle of convergency σ, 
and ( )o45, =σtF  is thrust of rocket motor 
with central nozzle and angle of convergency 
σ=45°.  

Character of this influence is shown on 
figure 10. 

Increase of an angle of convergency de-
creases specific impulse. 

Figure 10: Change of total impulse with change of 
nozzle angle of convergency 

This loss is more pronounced in rocket motors with internal-external burning tube grain 
than for rocket motors with internal burning tube grain. 

By using numerical simulation of rocket motors with propellant NGR-A it was possible to 
correlate following functions of specific impulse loss with change of angle of convergency: 
• for internal-external burning tube grain: 

y = 1.73262E-05x2 - 1.09033E-03x + 1.01256
R² = 9.78285E-01

y = 1.36457E-04x + 9.93702E-01
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• for internal burning tube grain: 
( ) 2325 105.85728  105.16798 - 108.90194 −−− ⋅+⋅⋅⋅⋅= σσσεσ  (4) 

2.3 Influence of nozzle type on internal ballistics parameters of rocket motors  
Simulation of influence of nozzle type on internal ballistics parameters of rocket motors 

was conducted for two types of rocket motors RM-5, with internal burning tube grain:  
• First rocket motor RM-5_2 had central nozzle, and 
• Second rocket motor RM-5_3 had nozzle with eight peripherally distributed nozzles. 

In simulation both rocket motors were considered as 2D axisymmetric problems with solv-
ing domain of 45°. Total surface of nozzle critical section for both motors is the same (no ero-
sion of critical section) and angle of divergence for both motors was 11°. Numerical mesh and 
spatial domain differed only in section in front of the nozzle and in nozzle region (fig. 11). 

Figure 11: Sl. 6.16 Numerical mesh for rocket motors: a) RM-5_2, b) RM-5_3 

Simulation of influence of nozzle type on internal ballistics parameters was performed for 
six different relative positions of flame front (wf=wi/R): 0.0, 0.14159, 0.31858, 0.49558, 
0.67257, 1.0. For each relative positions of flame front, values of equilibrium combustion pres-
sure at the head end of rocket motor and in the nozzle entrance (fig. 12) were obtained, as well 
as pressure value. 

Figure 12: Equilibrium combustion pressure at the head end of rocket motor and in the nozzle entrance 
for relative position of flame front wf=0: a) central nozzle b) multiple peripheral nozzles 

a) b) 
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Figures 12 and 13 show that for rocket motor with peripherally distributed nozzles there is 
an increase of pressure inside chamber compared to central nozzle. Increase of pressure is spe-
cially highlighted in the phase of stable combustion. 

Increase of pressure inside rocket mo-
tor is a consequence of combustion prod-
ucts from channel for passage of gases do 
not enter immediately into nozzles but 
first hit the wall of central section of noz-
zle, where ignition was positioned, and 
then they bounce off and enter peripheral 
part of nozzle. After that combustion 
products enter nozzle (fig. 14, arrow rep-
resent main directions of flow). 

When entering nozzle, combustion 
products have different velocities, and in 
the nozzle they have asymmetric flow, 
which is not the case for gas flow through 
central nozzle. 

 
Figure 13: Influence of nozzle type on pressure 

change at the head end of rocket motor as a function of 
relative position of flame front 

Figure 14: Velocity vector field of gas in frontal part of rocket motor RM-5_3 after t=4.585 ms 
(p1=3.4995 MPa, p2=3.40085 MPa) 

During period of establishing stable gas flow, because of complex gas flow in zone in front 
of the nozzle, there is decrease of gas flow velocity and local oscillations of pressure values in 
this zone. This process is very short (fig. 15). 

After this period there is a period of stable gas flow, and pressure at the end of rocket mo-
tor is larger than the pressure in nozzle zone. 
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By performing simulation of gas flow for rocket motor model with peripherally distributed 
nozzles, reverse gas flow, reduction of gas flow and increase of local pressure in central zone 
on nozzle were noticed. With this model of rocket motor smaller decrease of pressure along 
motor is observed, compared to results of simulation for rocket motor model with central noz-
zle. 

Pressure drop along rocket motor for model with central nozzle is from 2.4% at the begin-
ning of combustion process and up to 1% at the end of combustion process. For model with 
peripherally distributed nozzles, pressure drop is smaller than 1.3%. These data are in accord-
ance with experimental data for rocket motor RM-4 where pressure drop of around 1% was 
registered. 

Figure 15: Change of pressure at the head end of 
rocket motor and in the nozzle entrance in start-

ing phase of work for rocket motor RM-5_3 

Figure 16: Influence of nozzle type on relative 
pressure drop along rocket motor during combus-

tion 

2.3.1 Influence on instantaneous combustion pressure  
In rocket motors with peripherally distributed nozzles, there is significant change of gas 

flow velocity vector, or gas flow pressure in nozzle entrance region. This influences change of 
pressure in rocket motor and change of internal ballistics parameters (total and specific impulse 
of rocket motor) 

Total influence of nozzle type on change of instantaneous combustion pressure was ob-
tained from relation: 

)(
)(

ic

ic
multi wp

wp
k

CM

multi=  (5) 

where: ( )ic wp
multi

 – instantaneous combustion pressure of rocket motor with peripherally 
distributed nozzles and ( )ic wp

CM  – instantaneous combustion pressure of rocket motor with 
central nozzle and convergent angle 45°, wi – location of flame front.  

Intensity and character of coefficient of increase of instantaneous pressure of rocket motor 
with peripherally distributed nozzles as a function of coefficient Kp (ratio of burning surface 
and area of section of gas passage channel) is shown in figure 17. 
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Increase of instantaneous 
pressure is more intensive in the 
beginning of combustion process 
(9%) when the area for gas pas-
sage in central cavity is smallest 
(coefficient Kp largest), and de-
creases with the increase of an 
area for gas passage in grain 
(5%).  
 

Figure 17: Intensity and character of coefficient of increase of 
instantaneous pressure of rocket motor with peripherally dis-

tributed nozzles as a function of coefficient Kp  

Using numerical simulation of rocket motors with propellant NGR-A following depend-
ence of increase of instantaneous pressure in combustion chamber as a function of coefficient 
Kp is established: 

( ) ( )44822199.042423434125.03549631997.02022503664.1 pK
pmulti eKk ⋅−⋅−=  (6) 

2.3.2 Influence on specific impulse 
Figure 18 contains diagrams thrust vs time for rocket motors RM-3 and RM-4, obtained 

with limited experimental research. 

Figure 18: Change of thrust as a function of time for rocket motors RM-3 (central nozzle) and RM-4 
(peripheral nozzle): a) no erosion i b)  with erosion of nozzle critical section 

Type of nozzle influences the changes in specific impulse. For rocket motors with periph-
erally distributed nozzles we noticed decrease of specific impulse compared to motors with 
central nozzle. Values of specific impulse loss differ depending on whether there is erosion or 
there is not erosion of nozzle critical section. 

In case of erosion of nozzle critical section, specific impulse loss in rocket motors with pe-
ripherally distributed nozzles was 1.1% compared to rocket motors with central nozzle, while 
for rocket motors with no erosion of nozzle critical section, specific impulse loss was 1.8%. 

Numerical simulation of influence of nozzle type on specific impulse of rocket motors with 
no erosion of nozzle critical section was performed. 

For each relative position of flame front, values of pressure were obtained using equation: 
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where: &me – mass flow rate at the exit of nozzle, ve – velocity of gas at the exit of nozzle, pe 
– static pressure of gas at the exit of nozzle, pa – ambient pressure and Ae – area of exit section 
of nozzle. 

Specific impulse is determined from ratio of motor thrust and mass velocity of gas at the 
exit of nozzle: 

.
p

sp
e

sp m

dtF
Ior

m
FI

⋅
== ∫

&
 (8) 

Specific impulse loss of rocket motors with peripherally distributed nozzles compared to 
rocket motors with central nozzle is determined from equation: 

1001 ⋅⎟
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multsp
MULT I

I
ε    (9) 

where: MULTε  - specific impulse loss because of complexity of gas flow for motors with 
multiple nozzles [%],

multspI - specific impulse of rocket motors with peripherally distributed 
nozzles i 

centrspI - specific impulse of rocket motors with central nozzle. 
Using numerical simulation method, value of specific impulse loss because of complexity 

of gas flow for motors with multiple nozzles was determined to be 1.65%. Obtained value of 
this loss is in good agreement with experimental result for rocket motors RM-3 and RM-4 
without erosion of nozzle critical section. 

3 Model for prediction of internal ballistic performances of rocket motor 
with peripheral nozzles 
For prediction of internal ballistics performances of rocket motor with peripheral nozzles 

our own model and SPPMEF [4,6] were applied. Only additions to existing model will be pre-
sented and those are needed for successful prediction internal ballistics performances of rocket 
motor with peripheral nozzles. 

First modification of program was done in module NOZZLE (dimensioning nozzle and es-
timate of rocket motor performances loss) [4,6]. Prediction of real values of specific impulse of 
rocket motor is complex task and where knowledge is required for theoretical values of specif-
ic impulse of propellant, coefficient of efficiency of combustion process *Cη and thrust coeffi-
cient of efficiencyηCF

: 

Fteo CCspsp II ηη ⋅⋅= *  (10) 

Theoretical value of specific impulse of propellant is determined using program TCPSP, 
while coefficientsηC* and ηCF

are determined from experimental data or recommendation of 
AGARD. 

Experimental value of coefficient of efficiency of combustion process is presented by ratio 
of experimental value of characteristic velocity and theoretical value of characteristic velocity: 

0*
exp *Cm

dtpA

p

t

C ⋅
= ∫η            (11) 

where: C*0 – theoretical value of characteristic velocity for nominal working pressure from 
module TCPSP, mp – propellant mass. 
Thrust coefficient of efficiency ηCF

is determined from equation: 
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( )MULTANGLEROSSUBKINBLTPDIVCF
εεεεεεεεεη σ ++++++++⋅−= 01,01  (12) 

where: εDIV – divergence loss, εTP – two-phase flow loss, εBL – boundary layer loss, εKIN - kinetic 
loss, εSUB – submergence loss, εEROS – nozzle erosion loss, εσ - loss because of change of nozzle 
angle of convergence, εANGL – loss because of change of geometry of entrance section of nozzle 
which was influenced by change of nozzle angle related to motor axis, εMULT – loss because of 
complexity of gas flow for motors with multiple peripheral nozzles. 

Loss of specific impulse because of change of nozzle angle of convergence, for case of 
central nozzle, is determined from equations (3) or (4) depending on propellant shape and 
character of combustion. For case of multiple peripherally distributed nozzles this loss is not 
considered ( 0=σε ). 

Value of loss because of complexity of gas flow for motors with multiple peripheral noz-
zles is %65,1=MULTε , and for central nozzle this loss is not considered ( 0=MULTε ).  

Next modifications were performed in module ROCKET [4,6]. Change of combustion 
pressure in rocket motor as a function of time, based on conservation of mass law, does not 
consider effect of pressure changes because of change of geometry and type of nozzle. To take 
these effects into considerations we need to modify equation of mass for combustion products 
through the nozzle: 

multi

thc
e kkC

Apm
⋅⋅
⋅

=
σ*

& . (13) 

Coefficient kσ  for central nozzle case is determined from diagram in fig. 9 (dependence of 
propellant shape and character of propellant combustion). For rocket motors with peripherally 
distributed nozzles adopted value for coefficient was kσ = 1. 

Coefficient of increase of instantaneous pressure for rocket motors with peripherally dis-
tributed nozzles, kmulti,  as a function of coefficient Kp, is determined from equation (6), and for 
central nozzle kmulti = 1. 

Change of combustion pressure in rocket motor, with corrections that take into considera-
tion effects of pressure change because of change of nozzle geometry and type, is determined 
by numerical integration of following expression: 
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3.1.1 Verification of new model of program SPPMEF 
First phase of verification of corrected model of program SPPMEF was conducted for 

rocket motors with internal burning tube grain and peripheral nozzles: 
• Rocket motor RM-51, eight peripherally distributed nozzles with erosion of nozzle critical 

section 
• Rocket motor RM-52, seven peripherally distributed nozzles with erosion of nozzle critical 

section.  
Second phase of verification of corrected model of program SPPMEF was analysis of in-

fluence of changing of propellant grain shape. Rocket motor RM-41 was considered, with star 
grain and peripherally distributed nozzles with intensive erosion of nozzle critical section 

During the process of prediction of internal ballistics parameters for all types of rocket mo-
tors, basic burning rate influence on erosive burning (β=120) and HUMP effect were corrected. 

Simulation of internal ballistics parameters for all types of rocket motors took into consid-
eration effects of change of instantaneous pressure (equation 6) and additional losses of specif-
ic impulse because of change of geometry and nozzle type. 
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In first case of numerical simulation where change of pressure and thrust as a function of 
time were considered, rocket motor RM-51 was used. Influence of radial erosion of nozzle crit-
ical section was considered with erosion rate of 0.8 mm/s (it was assumed there is no erosion 
of critical section of nozzle in the process of combustion up to half of the web, and after that 
more intensive erosion of nozzle critical section occurs [1]). 

Figure 19 shows change of pressure, thrust as a function of time for rocket motor RM-51, 
obtained from program SPPMEF and experimental data. 

Good agreement was achieved between numerical simulation and experiments. 

Figure 19: Change of pressure (left) and thrust (right) as a function of time for rocket motor 
RM-51 

Difference in values of integral pressure-time is very small (0.7 %), and difference in max-
imal pressure is only 1%. Small difference was noticed also for average thrust value (0.12%). 
Slightly larger differences occur for burning time tb (1.82%), total impulse and specific impulse 
(1.95%). These differences could be caused by adopted model of erosion of critical section of 
peripherally distributed nozzles. 

In second case of numerical simulation where change of pressure and thrust as a function 
of time were considered, rocket motor RM-52 was used. Influence of radial erosion of nozzle 
critical section was considered with erosion rate of 1.4 mm/s. 

Figure 20 shows change of pressure, thrust as a function of time for rocket motor RM-52, 
obtained from program SPPMEF and experimental data. 

Figure 20: Change of pressure (left) and thrust (right) as a function of time for rocket motor 
RM-52 

Difference in values of integral pressure-time for this motor is slightly larger than for pre-
vious motor and it was 3.31 %, and for maximal pressure 2.62%. Larger differences occur for 
burning time tb (6.59%) and average thrust (6.07%). Good agreements were obtained for total 
impulse and specific impulse (0.3%). 

For prediction of internal ballistics parameters of rocket motor RM-41 (star grain), model 
of radial erosion of nozzle critical section was considered with erosion rate of 1.1 mm/s. 
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Figure 21 shows change of pressure, thrust as a function of time for rocket motor RM-41, 
obtained from program SPPMEF and experimental data. 

Very good agreement was achieved for change of pressure and thrust as a function of time 
between numerical simulation and experiments. 

Figure 21: Change of pressure (left) and thrust (right) as a function of time for rocket motor 
RM-41 

Difference in values of total impulse was 0.74%, integral pressure-time up to 0.4%, and 
specific impulse under 1%, which is very good agreement with experimental test data. 

4 Conclusion  
Investigation of nozzle geometry influence on internal ballistics parameters of solid propel-

lant rocket motors was conducted using numerical simulation methods and experimental test-
ing of rocket motors, using comparative methods of analysis of obtained results. 

As a basic for compilation of results of influence of nozzle geometry on internal ballistics 
parameters of solid propellant rocket motors we used results of numerical simulation of rocket 
motors with central nozzle with angle of convergency of 45°.  

In assessment of influence of nozzle type on internal ballistics parameters of solid propel-
lant rocket motors, as a basis we used results of numerical simulation of rocket motors with 
central nozzle. 

Intensity of influence of nozzle angle of convergency on value of pressure-time integral 
depends on propellant grain shape. This influence is more pronounced in rocket motors with 
internal-external burning tube grain, while the influence is insignificant in rocket motors with 
internal burning tube grain. 

Correlations between changes of specific impulse with change of nozzle angle of 
convergency as a function of propellant grain shape were obtained. 

Increase of nozzle angle of convergency causes decrease of specific impulse. For rocket 
motors with internal-external burning tube grain this decrease is up to 4 % (nozzle angle of 
convergency of 90°), and for rocket motors that have with internal burning tube grain decrease 
of specific impulse is under 0.3%.  

Correlation between increases of instantaneous pressure in combustion chamber as a func-
tion of coefficient Kp is established for motors with peripheral nozzles. This increase instanta-
neous pressure is more intensive in the beginning of combustion process when the area for gas 
passage in central cavity is smallest (coefficient Kp largest), and decreases with the increase of 
an area for gas passage in grain.  

Using numerical simulation we estimated change of specific impulse because of complexi-
ty of gas flow for motors with multiple peripheral nozzles, without erosion of nozzle critical 
section. Change of specific impulse value was 1.65%, which is in accordance with experi-
mental testing. 
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Comparative analysis of results obtained with prediction (with modified program 
SPPMEF) and data obtained during experimental tests showed: 
• Modification of program SPPMEF enables successful prediction of performances of rocket 

motors with peripheral nozzles and internal burning tube grain. 
• Very good agreement was achieved for prediction of internal ballistics parameters of solid 

propellant rocket motors with different number of peripheral nozzles. 
• Modification of program SPPMEF for internal burning tube grain can be applied for pre-

diction of internal ballistics parameters of solid propellant rocket motors with star grain. 
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